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Highlights 

 The two senses of Smith’s sympathy correspond to two senses of rationality 

 Smith’s station distancing parallels the unique optimum sense of rationality 

 Smith’s self-command parallels the command sense of rationality, nullifying 

temptations 

 Smith’s sympathy scores one success: it reconciles emotions with reason 

 Smith’s sympathy scores another success: it shows how staving temptations off is 

possible 

 Smith’s sympathy commits one failure: it assumes that any understanding entails 

approval 

 Smith’s sympathy commits another failure: it fails to incorporate the idea of sympathy 

as about mimicking 

 

 

ABSTRACT 

To explain the anomaly of cooperation in finitely repeated games, some economists 

advance a socialized view of man as an antidote to rational choice theory.  This 

paper confronts these economists insofar as they trace the socialized view to Smith’s 

theory of sympathy in The Theory of Moral Sentiments (TMS).  TMS rather 

advances a view that anticipates rational choice theory.  These economists 

misinterpret TMS because they fail to realize that Smith distinguishes between two 

functions of sympathy: one that determines the optimal decision and another that 

determines the command of that decision.  The dual function of sympathy parallels 

the two senses of rational choice: rationality as making the optimal decision and 

rationality as commanding that decision.  Thus Smith’s sympathy does not support 

the socialized view of man. 
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